
 

 

MEDIA KIT 
Brigetteramos.com is a makeup and beauty blog that features product reviews, makeup 

video tutorials and beauty hauls that relates to everyone of all ages. This blog also 
features Brigette’s honest experiences and intellectual knowledge of all things beauty 
while promoting interactions and building relationships. 

 



 

about brigette. 
Hey there, I’m Brigette, the creator and editor of brigetteramos.com. My love and 

fascination for makeup and beauty began during my first semester in college where I 
established myself as a professional makeup artist and self-proclaimed beauty junkie. 
With a Bachelor of Arts in Communication degree in hand, I became a bona fide 

beauty enthusiast.  

Over the years, I’ve worked for Sephora 

as a Certified Makeup Artist where I 
participated in extensive brand trainings 
and broadened my knowledge in the 

beauty industry. I’ve also had the 
opportunity to work in the film industry 
as a Makeup Artist for movies shot in 

Austin, Texas! I also co-founded a 
Makeup Artistry business here in Austin, 

Texas called Luxe and Lotus Beauty. 

My passion for makeup, art and beauty has inspired me to create this blog in July 2012. 
This blog allows me to share my honest thoughts and experiences while interacting and 

building relationships with my readers, other bloggers and brands. Aside from makeup 
and beauty, I love to spend time with my loved ones and my hobbies consists of 
drinking coffee, watching movies, going on  outdoor adventures and playing with my 

lovely tuxedo cat, Washington.  

http://brigetteramos.com


 

social media statistics.  
(as of  January 2017) 

over 14,000+ social reach. 



 

website statistics & demographics. 
(Jan 2016 - Dec 2016) 

Pageviews = 42k +  |  Sessions = 30k +  | Pages Per Session = 1.39  |  Users = 26k+ 

brigetteramos.com has a following and community of readers ranging from ages from 
18-44. 92% of the demographics are female from the United States, Canada, United 
Kingdom and Russia. Majority of the acquisitions are from organic search.  

http://brigetteramos.com


 

brands i’ve worked with. 
I’ve had an absolute pleasure of working with amazing brands. Below are some of the 
brands I’ve worked with in the past: 



 

services offered. 
Product Reviews - Featured Posts - Sponsored Posts - Giveaways - Social Media 
Outreach and Campaigns  - Event Coverage  - Other Services Available Upon Request 

policies + terms and conditions. 
All reviews featured on brigetteramos.com, with the exception of guest reviews, are 
written and edited by me. I require 2-3 weeks turn around for cosmetics, hair care and 

nail products. For skincare, I require 4-6 week turn around. Turn around time is put in 
place to give my readers an accurate review based on my experiences with the 

product(s). 

All thoughts and opinions expressed in a review are 100% honest and are never 
influenced by brands, other groups or individuals, PR companies or advertisers. 

brigetteramos.com does not accept products in exchange for a positive review.  

Samples sent cannot be returned. Should the sample product(s) not work the best with 
my interest, I reserve the right to decline a review. All links on sponsored posts will be 

“no-follow”. 

Need more info? Feel free to contact me via email at mail@brigetteramos.com and I’d 
be more than happy to provide you with the information you need. 
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